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Full Disclosure: Contents of North Korean Smuggling Ship Revealed
By Hugh Griffiths and Roope Siirtola
27 August 2013

All is seldom as it first appears in the world of North Korean sanctions busting. Six weeks after the inspection of the North Korean vessel Chong Chon
Gang by Panamanian authorities on suspicion of drug trafficking, the full extent of the ship’s illicit military cargo falsely declared to be sugar and spare
plastic sacks appears to have been much larger than previously reported. Moreover, key parts of the shipment seem intended for Pyongyang’s own use
in its conventional military defenses, not to be repaired and returned to Cuba. Finally, the results of the search by Panamanian authorities provides new
insight into North Korea’s illicit procurement priorities as well as evidence of its preferred maritime concealment methods and raises a host of still
unanswered questions.

Undeclared Artillery and Small Arms Munitions Discovered

While initial media reporting suggested the seizure amounted to a few shipping containers with anti-aircraft missile components, two jet fighters and
related engines, in fact a total of 25 shipping containers have now been recovered, together with six military vehicles. These were camouflaged at the
bottom of five of the ship’s holds beneath about 200,000 bags of sugar, weighing approximately one hundred pounds each. This amount of sugar
together with “two thousand empty polyethylene bags” were the only declared items listed in the cargo manifest signed by North Korean Captain Ri
Yong Il.

Figure 1. Scanned Cargo Manifest of the Chong Chon Gang.
(For all images, click to enlarge.) 
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A report compiled by various Panamanian authorities and the United Nations Organization on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) Container Control
Programme (CCP) together with photographs of the seizure make clear that contrary to both the North Korean shipping declaration and Cuban
government statements the shipment was without a doubt a violation of United Nations sanctions on North Korea.

Following the seizure, Cuban authorities released a statement claiming that the ship was transporting “two anti-aircraft missile complexes…nine missiles
in parts and spares, two Mig-21 jet aircraft and 15 motors for this type of airplane…to be repaired and returned to Cuba.”[1]

The statement was misleading to say the least; the ship was also transporting a variety of small arms and light weapons (SALW) ammunition and
conventional artillery ammunition for anti-tank guns and howitzer artillery as well as generators, batteries and night vision equipment, among other
items.

Figure 2. Small arms and light weapons ammunition.

Image © 2013 SIPRI and 38 North. All rights
reserved. For media usage inquiries, please
contact thirtyeightnorth@gmail.com.

Figure 3. Night vision equipment.

Image © 2013 SIPRI and 38 North. All rights
reserved. For media usage inquiries, please
contact thirtyeightnorth@gmail.com.
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The various rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs) and conventional artillery ammunition, many in mint condition, were unused and much of it was in
original packing cases. They clearly were not “to be repaired and returned to Cuba.” Rather, these items were intended simply for delivery to North
Korea for its own use.

Figure 4. Rocket propelled grenades (RPGs).

Image © 2013 SIPRI and 38 North. All rights
reserved. For media usage inquiries, please
contact thirtyeightnorth@gmail.com.

Figure 5. RPG packing crates.

Image © 2013 SIPRI and 38 North. All rights
reserved. For media usage inquiries, please
contact thirtyeightnorth@gmail.com.

Figure 6. Conventional artillery ammunition.

Image © 2013 SIPRI and 38 North. All rights
reserved. For media usage inquiries, please
contact thirtyeightnorth@gmail.com.

Figure 7. Enlarged manifest for 57mm anti-tank gun M1943.
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Cuban MiGs for Pyongyang

The most obvious discrepancy between the Cuban government statement and North Korea’s illicit procurement practices has to do with the MiG-21 jet
aircraft engines found on the ship. Here North Korea has a track record of attempted illicit or clandestine procurement of these engines as well as of the
MiG-21 aircraft in general, having attempted to procure jet spare parts and engines on at least three separate occasions. The Associated Press reported
recently that in 2011, North Korea attempted to buy 20 MiG-21 aircraft from Mongolia for “engines and scrap.”[2] In a 2012 report, the United Nations
Panel of Experts which monitors international sanctions noted that a Member State had stopped the sale of 32 retired fighter aircraft three years earlier
because of suspicions that they would be transferred to North Korea. In 1999, Kazakhstan reportedly sold 40 MiG-21 aircraft to North Korea. In short,
this documented history, suggests that the MiGs and the 15 jet engines were another item on the Chong Chon Gang that were not “to be repaired and
returned to Cuba,” as claimed by Havana.

The historical record is supported by documentary evidence—photos which highlight the way the aircraft fuselages and engines were packed.

Figure 8. Carelessly packed fuselage.

Image © 2013 SIPRI and 38 North. All rights
reserved. For media usage inquiries, please
contact thirtyeightnorth@gmail.com.

They show that the MIG fuselages were rather carelessly packed with no protective padding covering the more sensitive extremities of the fuselage that
could have been damaged should the ship have encountered rough seas on its voyage across the Pacific. In contrast, the engines were stored in shipping
containers separate from the aircraft fuselages. More securely attached and adequately spaced, they were also covered in layers of protective plastic
sheeting and brown packing paper.

According to a former Finnish Air Force technician familiar with his country’s old fleet of MiG-21s, the engines aboard the Chong Chon Gang appear to
have been raised half a metre above the container floor in a manner that would be consistent with a dedicated or improvised transport frame to protect
the underside of the engine while in transit. The more careful packing of the engines suggests their end use as replacement engines while the sloppy
packing of the fuselages indicates their intended use as spare parts. In any event, the method of packing does not suggest that the aircraft themselves
were to be “repaired” and “returned” to Cuba, but rather for end use in North Korea.

A Priori: The Korean People’s Air Force

What is certain is that North Korea attaches great importance to its fleet of MiG-21 jet aircraft. While obsolete by western standards the MiG-21 remains
a fast aircraft even by 21st century standards. With a maximum speed of Mach 2, it is as fast as the KF-16, the South Korean variant of the American F-
16 that forms the mainstay of Seoul’s fighter fleet. While more modern air-to-air missile and command and control technology would give allied air
forces the edge in any future war on the peninsula, the MiG’s speed and maneuverability could increase its survivability, particularly in a surprise or
ground attack role. More importantly, when it comes to illicit procurement, the North Korean leadership attaches great importance to its air force’s
readiness and the concomitant need for spare parts despite the United Nations arms embargo.

http://38north.org/2013/08/hgriffiths082713/figure-7/
file:///C:/Users/jtown2/Desktop/CCG%20final.docx#_ftn2
http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/2012/422
http://38north.org/2013/08/hgriffiths082713/figure-8/
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Reinforcing this conclusion, North Korean Air Force Chief Yi Pyong Chol is frequently sighted boarding Air Koryo aircraft for visits to foreign
countries, such as Russia, that are the principal manufacturers or suppliers of spare parts for military aircraft found in Pyongyang’s inventory. In 2011 he
was photographed in Russia together with Kim Jong Il and then Russian President Dimitri Medvedev on a visit that South Korean media reported likely
involved an attempt to acquire aircraft. Interestingly, Yi was also a member of the North Korean delegation filmed in Havana in a July 2013 meeting
with Raúl Castro. The precise date of the loading of the MiGs onto the Chong Chon Gang is unknown. But it may have occurred while the North Korean
delegation was in Cuba, leaving open the tantalizing possibility that members witnessed the loading of the Chong Chon Gang. What is certain is the
importance that Kim Jong Un attaches to his Air Force, driven home by his relatively frequent televised visits to Air Force and Air Defense bases always
in the company of Yi Pyong Chol.

North Korean Maritime Concealment Methods: Containers and Bulk Carriers

The Chong Chon Gang episode combines two of North Korea’s maritime smuggling modus operandi: the use of shipping containers and bulk carrier
vessels owned by North Korean companies. The United Nations Panel of Experts has documented the use of shipping containers for North Korea-related
consignments of embargoed dual use or military goods that may be used for missile production or weapons of mass destruction (WMD) programs. In
recent years such seizures have generally centered around cargoes destined for Syria, most likely related to the research facility in the Deir ez-Zor region
that was bombed by Israel in 2007. These consignments, falsely declared and transported anonymously for much of their journey aboard container
vessels owned by some of the world’s biggest shipping lines, blend into the huge volumes of container traffic that depart East Asia for Middle Eastern,
European and African markets on a daily basis.

Trying to identify consignments of trafficked goods from the vast majority of licit shipments is extremely difficult. The United Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime Container Control Program is the only dedicated international initiative working at a practical level to tackle this problem. This widely
recognized UN flagship project established one of its first pilot programs in Panama, including the port of Manzanillo, which, as luck would have it, was
the very port the Chong Chon Gang was brought to for a detailed search. A forensic analysis and database search of the containers found aboard the
Chong Chon Gang shows that they had not been registered as in use for cargo movements involving legitimate shipping companies for many years. It is
believed that the containers were taken out of storage for the express purpose of transporting the sanctioned military goods to North Korea.

In contrast to the normal modus operandi for shipping containers, the embargo-busting voyage did not involve a dedicated container ship but rather a
bulk carrier. A bulk carrier is a ship designed to transport dry cargo—such as sugar, cement or coal—in large quantities. In the case of the Chong Chon
Gang, the ship’s holds, designed for transporting commodities such as sugar or grains, had been deliberately modified so that shipping containers could
be moved into position underneath the legitimate sugar cargo to facilitate a clandestine transfer.

Figure 9. Hatch leading down to the first hold.

Image © 2013 SIPRI and 38 North. All rights
reserved. For media usage inquiries, please
contact thirtyeightnorth@gmail.com.

Figure 10. Interior section of the ship.

Image © 2013 SIPRI and 38 North. All rights
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One question that may confront the United Nations Panel of Experts currently investigating the case is whether this concealment device was created
specifically for this voyage or is simply evidence of a long-standing practice employed by North Korean-owned vessels transporting illicit materials in a
clandestine fashion.

Pyongyang certainly has a track record of employing bulk carriers for clandestine missile movements in the past and documented cases, such as the So
San shipment, are likely an indication of much wider, undetected transfers. That vessel was interdicted by the Spanish navy in 2002 and found to be
transporting 15 Scud missiles hidden under large quantities of cement apparently destined for Yemen. Although deeply unstable, Yemen was not the
subject of a United Nations arms embargo and neither was North Korea at the time. So while the US allowed the ship to continue to Yemen, the incident
is said to have helped spur the creation of the Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI), a counter-trafficking mechanism with a focus on sea and airborne
interdictions and information-sharing. Media reports have quoted anonymous US government sources as having suggested that the Chong Chon Gang
tip-off came from Washington. But it is unclear whether this information-sharing occurred within the context of PSI or as part of ongoing counter-
narcotics cooperation between Panama and the US.

United Nations Investigators May Provide the Definitive Account

The United Nations Panel of Experts on North Korea has been tasked with investigating the Chong Chon Gang shipment and reporting its findings to the
Security Council. The reports of the Panel of Experts, which make for interesting reading, are now the reference texts for UN diplomats, researchers and
academics when it comes to following the flows of illicit goods more generally. Given enough time and at least minimal cooperation from Member
States, the Panel’s investigation of the Chong Chon Gang shipment, if made available to the public in the next year could provide the definitive account.

There remain many unanswered questions surrounding the Chong Chon Gang seizure; for example, the actual extent of North Korea’s military trade in
conventional weapons, missile technologies and dual use goods banned under UN Security Council resolutions. It also remains unclear how much
historic diplomatic relations as well as military and technical cooperation is reflected in DPRK clandestine trading patterns.

An eye for detail is key and the Chong Chon Gang seizure provides clues. Attached to one of the Cuban surface-to-air missile systems is a plaque. The
outline of a map of Angola provides the backdrop for Soviet-era MiGs and tanks as well as a “V” (for victory) sign together with the initials “RPA
Cuba” that stands for República Popular de Angola, the name of the country until 1991.

Figure 11. “RPA Cuba” plaque seen on one of the surface-to-air missile systems.

Image © 2013 SIPRI and 38 North. All rights
reserved. For media usage inquiries, please
contact thirtyeightnorth@gmail.com.

While memories of fraternal socialist victories have faded following the collapse of the Soviet Union, echoes of the past are still to be found hidden
under North Korea’s illicit cargoes to this day.

[1] “Statement by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Statement about the North Korean ship Chong Chon Gang seized in Panama Canal,” Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Cuba, July 16, 2013, http://www.cubaminrex.cu/en/statement-ministry-foreign-affairs-6.

[2] Ganbat Namjilsangarav, “Mongolian General Probed for North Korean Jet Deal,” Associated Press, April 12, 2013,
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/mongolian-general-probed-north-korean-jet-deal.
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1. Anatomy of an embargo buster | Money Jihad says:
September 4, 2013 at 4:18 am

[...] 38 North has the details, which illustrate common state-sponsored sanctions evasion tactics: [...]

2. Humberto Estrada says:
August 31, 2013 at 11:28 pm

Every sack of sugar should be open, and emtied out, no one knows how much cocane , or other drugs may be inside them.

3. HACER Latin American News | Panama: Cuban weapons “in mint condition” – by Fausta Wertz says:
August 31, 2013 at 6:01 pm

[...] report, Full Disclosure: Contents of North Korean Smuggling Ship Revealed, states that the cargo included “anti-aircraft missile components,
two jet fighters and [...]

4. Catching Up On North Korea and Cuba: | N.E.A.T. (����) says:
August 30, 2013 at 8:12 pm

[...] The report referred to can be found here: http://38north.org/2013/08/hgriffiths082713 [...]

5. keve says:
August 30, 2013 at 1:46 pm

UN Security Resolutions/Sanctions are NON-Legally binding. Only those nations which decided to apply already existing domestic law can
choose to block NoKor weapons entering by denying port entry. THAT IS all Panama can impose Under International Law. Under International
Law, weapons EXPORTS/TRADE between two nations with agreement, can LEGALLY TRADE weapons whether the 5 Permanent UN Security
Council Members like it or NOT. UN Security Councils CANNOT make LAWS for International Community, thus resolutions/sanctions are
NON-binding. UN Security Councils are “SERVICE” organization to ASSIST at REQUEST, but DOES NOT HAVE authority to make law and
to IMPOSE against any nation under the SANCTION/Resolution. Since PANAMA was NOT party of 15 member Security Councils (5 permanent
with veto choice and 10 non-permanent nation without the choice to veto)deciding on resolution/sanction, and North Korea and Cuba were NOT
signatory of those resolutions/sanctions, hence, North Korea and Cuba, does NOT have to COMPLY. If Panama does NOT like the weapons,
ONLY thing that Panama can do under the International Law, is to send the weapons back to CUBA, port of origin. THAT’s IT! World definitely
need to have another route in Central American beside Panama Canal. Five Permanent Security Council Members are “SELF ELECTED
Permanent Members” which International community has repeated their disapproval. The 5 Permanent Security Councils are NO different than
Kim Dynasty in North Korea. Permanent Security Council Members (Kim-5s) should not dictate to the international community who can or
should TRADE with which nation. Imagine a world where only 5 nation can veto, and no other nation have the right to say “NO/veto”, definitely
not a democratic representation in UN. This is mocking International Community and undermining UN. No nation have the right to say to another
nation, “I can do it, but you cannot, because I am more responsible than you.”. NO ONE! The answer is NO, unless International Community is
willing to accept dictatorships in UN Security Council, representing the World Community…….

6. Panama: Cuban weapons “in mint condition” | Fausta's Blog says:
August 29, 2013 at 12:44 pm

[...] report, Full Disclosure: Contents of North Korean Smuggling Ship Revealed, states that the cargo included anti-aircraft missile components,
two jet fighters and related [...]

7. American says:
August 29, 2013 at 11:24 am

@Mike Ho

WTF does this have to do with America?

North Korea is seen as a threat by pretty much every western country. They were sneaking weapons around. They got caught.

Get over it. North Korea is the asshole of the planet.

8. mike ho says:
August 28, 2013 at 10:55 pm
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Why do we have to accept the American dictatorship of democracy. Why they claim the right to rule the world and making it a better one… An
American world..
None asked them and no one wants them. The day will come, hopefully soon, that America will be a normal country following the rules of
mankind and not of obsession of ”the American way of live’

9. Ernesto says:
August 28, 2013 at 9:12 pm

Corea del Norte y Cuba no sólo están violando el régimen de sanciones impuesto por el Consejo de Seguridad de las Naciones Unidas a
Pyongyang; sino también, de manera flagrante el régimen de neutralidad del Canal de Panamá que ofrece un ‘paso inocente’ a todas las banderas y
buques del mundo bajo la presunción de inocencia de su cargamento. Este es un aspecto al cual no se le ha dado la debida importancia.

Los panameños nos sentimos burlados por los cubanos y exigimos respeto. Tanto como los norcoreanos, tienen responsabilidad directa por sus
acciones en ambas situaciones y deben ser sancionados.

10. InterAmerican Security Watch – Monitoring Threats to Regional Stability » Blog Archive » Under Tons of Sugar, Lethal Cargo says:
August 28, 2013 at 11:18 am

[...] Mr. Griffiths’ full report can be found at 38 North, a website of the U.S.-Korea Institute at Johns Hopkins University’s School of Advanced
International Studies, where it was published late Tuesday. [...]

11. Armas cubanas encontradas en barco norcoreano violan sanciones internacionales - En Cuba 24 HEn Cuba 24 H says:
August 28, 2013 at 10:11 am

[...] Las armas cubanas encontradas en el barco que viajaba rumbo a Norcorea violan las sanciones de la ONU; estas armas parecían ser enviadas
para ser usadas por parte de Piongyang y no para que fueran reparadas y devueltas como alegaba el gobierno cubano, según un informe publicado
el martes. [...]

12. Terry Foskett says:
August 28, 2013 at 9:45 am

SMH needs to enter the real world. The only person starving the North Korean people is the ‘Dear Leader”. Even if the sugar was released most of
it will go to the political elite followed by the DRPK armed forces. Very little will reach the starving peasant toiling in the fields of the DPRK.

13. North Korean Economy Watch » Blog Archive » Cuba – DPRK military shipment intercepted in Panama says:
August 28, 2013 at 9:03 am

[...] UPDATE 16 (2013-8-27): The latest from Hugh Griffiths and Roope Siiritola at 38 North, “Full Disclosure: Contents of North Korean
Smuggling Ship Revealed.” [...]

14. The Cuban Sugar Missile Crisis: The Bitter-Sweet Truth | Babalú Blog says:
August 28, 2013 at 9:00 am

[...] Mr. Griffiths’ full report can be found at 38 North, a website of the U.S.-Korea Institute at Johns Hopkins University’s School of Advanced
International Studies, where it was published late Tuesday. From the editors | Habla |  Corre la bola |  Home  Cuba: Imprisoned dissident rapper
calls on Cubans to continue fight for freedom » [...]

15. SMH says:
August 27, 2013 at 10:09 pm

Why not release the 200,000 bags of 100 pounds of sugar immediately? Does it help to starve DPRK or deprive bomb shelter of supplies? . Do
countries have right to self defense against USA?
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